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2022 Finalists: Welcome

Launching an awards competition after a pandemic is a little like  
lighting a firework and hoping it isn’t damp.
So you wait, and you hope – with fingers crossed that people really had 
been working hard during the lockdowns to reinvent, reimagine and 
reboot their loyalty programmes; that the new initiatives were ready 
to shout about; that teams were not too exhausted by covid to think 
beyond the mask wearing and the anti-bac.
But it was all OK. In fact it was more than OK, it was incredible! The 
entries started coming in slowly, and then they speeded up and soon it 
was a flood of outstanding work that just took our breath away.
Of course this presented a problem. Some categories were three times 
over-subscribed, so some entries, however worthy, would fail to make the 
shortlist, because there were other entries that proved to be even better.
But the work was done, sacrifices made and the final list announced. 
And here it is, with descriptions because we know how much you want 
to understand what the Finalist’s entries contained and why they were 
good enough to enter the final stages of the competition.
There is so much more to tell, and in the coming weeks, Loyalty Magazine 
will be exploring some of the trends. After the Gala Awards evening on 
June 14, we will profile the winners in more detail.
We hope you find this review useful. And we look forward to seeing you 
in June. Because this will be the biggest Loyalty party in the whole world, 
because it has been a long time in the waiting, and because you  
wouldn’t want to miss it.

From the Loyalty Awards Team

June 14, 2022

Old Billingsgate on the River Thames

Black tie or posh frocks

Make sure you have a ticket

internationalloyaltyawards/book-places

Book 
your table

now!

RECORD NUMBER 
OF ENTRIES IN AN 
EXTRAORDINARY 
YEAR
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2022 Finalists: A message from our Prime Sponsor

Prime Sponsor

Dear Loyalty Royalty,

First of all, a HUGE congratulations to all of the finalists in this year’s 
International Loyalty Awards competition! You have faced and overcome the 
personal and business challenges that we have all faced over the past couple of 
years, so now to be recognised as one of the best at what you do by a panel of 
your peers in the Loyalty Marketing sector is truly a great accomplishment.
Oracle is proud to be the headline sponsor of this year’s International 
Loyalty Awards. This enables us to help shine the spotlight on you and your 
organisations who have developed, launched and executed some amazing 
strategies to engage, grow and retain your customers.
Oracle CrowdTwist Loyalty & Engagement, rated once again as a Leader by The 
Forrester Wave for Loyalty Solutions, is the technology of choice for brands in 11 
different categories this year.  So, we might be rooting a little bit harder for those 
amazing brands (Red Bull Racing, Foot Locker, e.l.f., Sleep Number, TOMS and 
Dierbergs) to take home a trophy or two on 14 June, but everyone on the short-
list can consider themselves a winner for sure!
Once again, congratulations to all of the finalists!

Good luck.

Andy Kulina

Consumer Engagement &  
Retention Strategy Director

Oracle EMEA

Prime Sponsor

Diamond Sponsor

Category Sponsors

Platinum+ Sponsor



2022 Finalists: Sponsors

Platinum+ Sponsor

Sponsor of

Best Loyalty Programme 
Marketing Campaign

30 under 40 List of  
Loyalty Royalty

SessionM, a Mastercard Company, is 
a customer engagement and loyalty 
platform empowering the world’s most 
innovative brands to forge stronger and 
more profitable customer relationships. 
The SessionM Platform is purpose-built to 
increase customer engagement and loyalty 
through delivering superior personalized 
experiences rooted in customer data. 
Working together, each element of the 
platform enhances the loyalty, profitability, 
and satisfaction of your customers.

www.sessionm.com

Diamond Sponsor

Sponsor of

Best Use of Technology – 
Customer Facing or Back End

Best Loyalty Launch or Initiative 
of 2020 and 2021 (including 
pandemic heroes)

Cheetah Digital is a cross-channel customer 
engagement solution provider for the 
modern marketer. Unlike walled garden 
marketing clouds and IT-centric CDPs, the 
Cheetah Digital Customer Engagement 
Suite enables marketers to drive revenue, 
build lasting customer relationships, and 
deliver a unique value exchange throughout 
the entire customer lifecycle. Enterprise 
brands can create personalized experiences, 
cross-channel messaging, and loyalty 
strategies, underpinned by our engagement 
data platform that can scale to meet the 
changing demands of today’s consumer. 

www.cheetahdigital.com
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Prime Sponsor

Sponsor of

Regional Loyalty 
Champions of the Year
Western Europe 

Central and Eastern Europe  
including Russia & Turkey

Middle East & Africa

Asia including Australia  
and New Zealand

The Indian sub-continent  
and all areas East

Oracle offers suites of integrated 
applications plus secure, autonomous 
infrastructure in the Oracle Cloud. 
Oracle Advertising and Customer 
Experience (CX) offers a connected suite of 
applications that goes beyond traditional 
CRM to help you create, manage, serve, and 
nurture lasting customer relationships.
The suite includes Oracle CrowdTwist 
Loyalty and Engagement, a leader in the 
loyalty technology platforms Forrester 
Wave* 2021 Report. 
In the digital age, waiting until a transaction 
occurs to reward customers for their loyalty 
is too late. Customer loyalty is the result of 
a brand’s successful customer engagement 
strategy, which includes incentives and 
rewards for customers to engage between 
and even before purchases. Intelligent 
platforms like CrowdTwist increase the 
number of engagements a brand can 
have with its customers. Marketer-friendly 
tools allow program managers to act on 
customer insights and test new experiences 
without coding. Built-in omnichannel 
connectivity and the ability to process 
transactions at high speed provide the 
agility to scale up new program features 
with minimal third-party support. This 
allows brands to focus on customer strategy 
and program design rather than coding and 
tech integration.

www.oracle.com/uk/cx/marketing/
customer-loyalty
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Category Sponsor

Comarch’s market-leading recognition 
and reward platforms help marketers 
create personalized relationships and 
rich customer experiences. A branch of 
Comarch Capital Group, an international 
technology enterprise, Comarch Loyalty 
Marketing Suite offers end-to-end MarTech 
solutions. Regularly recognized in Forrester 
Wave and Gartner Quadrant loyalty 
vendor technology reports, our platforms 
and professional services help build and 
manage leading loyalty programs. Comarch 
Loyalty Marketing Suite provides marketers 
with tools designed to support the entire 
customer journey, including management 
and analytics of customer relationships 
and engagement. Aided by the latest 
technology such as AI and blockchain, our 
solutions are customizable to meet each 
client’s unique needs. We pride ourselves 
in working closely with our clients, sharing 
our expertise of more than 20 years of 
loyalty implementation projects in over 
60 countries. Our clients report great ROI 
with us. With a return of $3 on every dollar 
spent on loyalty, and a reported 70% of 
their members doubling their spending, we 
are a vendor of choice for customer-driven 
brands.

www.comarch.com

Category Sponsor

Sponsor of

Best Eco-loyalty Initiative

As loyalty experts and market leaders 
in B2B loyalty we enable companies to 
utilise loyalty to grow revenues, motivate 
customer retention and inspire customer 
acquisition. With loyalty it is not one size 
fits all and our results speak for themselves. 
Whether there is a need to increase 
revenue, grow breadth of spend, frequency 
of purchase or create a referrer programme 
we will have experiences we can draw on to 
help customers find the right solution. 
With our easy to use Keep, Grow and Win 
campaign modules our customers have 
seen an 80% increase in referrals, over 
70% of customers actively purchasing 
new products and over 43% of customers 
changing their buying behaviours over 
a long term period. Offering both a 
customer front end and a suite of tools in 
the administration layer, LoyaltyStream® 
allows clients to configure loyalty to their 
customers and their markets, thus creating 
a personalised programme that can suit 
each client’s objectives.

www.streamloyalty.com

CUSTOMER 
LOYALTY & 
ENGAGEMENT 
IN THE 
COVID ERA
The disruption caused by the Covid 
pandemic has touched virtually every 
aspect of the global marketplace, including 
brand loyalty.
Loyalty programs are evolving as retail 
marketers adjust to shifting consumer 
expectations, deploy digital tools to 
understand new behaviors and needs, and 
work to reconnect with customers.
In this report, we cover the five steps for a 
successful migration, including an action 
plan and takeaways for each step.
This guide is designed to help retail 
marketers uncover strategies to build and 
regain customer loyalty through pandemic 
recovery.
“74% of consumers are more likely to buy 
from brands that demonstrated concern and 
provided excellent care for customers during 
the pandemic.”

Download Customer Loyalty & Engagement 
in the Covid Era: Recommendations for 
Retail Marketers, here, to learn more.
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2022 Finalists: Loyalty Redefined

Share: Real Loyalty not Deal Loyalty 
– MAF (Majid Al Futtaim) with BBD 
Perfect Storm

SHARE is an integrated lifestyle loyalty 
programme that delivers real value to 
members’ everyday lives through an 
experience-led proposition centred around 
togetherness and sharing. The centrally-
funded currency means all brands and 
customers can join in. And technology 
delivers seamless, smart and engaging 
interactions resulting in a 23% uplift in 
spend.
 

InSeason Rewards – Countrywide with 
Customology

Countrywide Food Service Distributors 
sought to re-launch their existing rewards 
programme. Historically, there was 
confusion around reward redemption 
and eligibility meaning few were taking 
advantage of the programme. Countrywide 
completely transformed the programme, to 
guarantee every stakeholder would benefit, 
making the ‘InSeasons Reward Programme’ 
the first of its kind.

Lidl Plus – Lidl GB with Mando 
Connect

Lidl Plus has successfully disrupted grocery 
loyalty “rules”, no points, physical card or 
fuss. Offering weekly coupons, surprise 
spins, coupon plus, partner offers and digital 
receipts. ‘BigSavings, No Fuss, that’s Lidl 
Plus.’ It’s attracted millions of active users, 
significantly driven loyalty, incremental 
value and has positively impacted customer 
attitudes.
 

The Paddock – Red Bull Racing with 
Oracle

When fans look at Oracle Red Bull Racing, 
they don’t see a company. They see 
excitement. An ethos to push the limits. 
They see the attention to detail. They see a 
will to win. They see innovation. The values 
and culture are what make Oracle Red Bull 
Racing so inviting to fans to be a part of. To 
go that extra mile. To go that little bit faster. 
To think outside the box. And do it all with 
inclusivity, flare, fun and togetherness.
 

EnergyCup – Acel Energie with 
Promarsa Italia

EnergyCup (www.energycup.it) is an 
innovative initiative, that leverages on the 
engagement of communities of supporters, 
of which teams are all sponsored by Acel 
Energie. The engagement is based on a 
challenge in which the team itself and the 
behaviours of supporters contribute to the 
leaderboard!
 

Martini discovers new channels – 
Martini with Stampix

Martini’s branding is all about the power of 
friendship and togetherness. To act on this 
value during the 2020 lockdown, Martini 
inspired its social fans to “celebrate appetiser 
moments” with the giveaway of 100,000 
photos of happy moments together. These 
were printed and delivered as a reward to 
delight customers and share with friends.
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2022 Finalists: Loyalty Redefined

Customer Engagement Suite – 
Cheetah Digital

Cheetah Loyalty is an industry leading 
loyalty program management solution, 
providing brands with best-in-class tools 
to design, create, and execute data-
driven promotions, offers, and real-time 
interactions that help engage and build 
lifelong, profitable, loyal customers.

IQ Connect – Coniq

Q Connect is the world’s first Geo-Loyalty 
solution that enables you to generate more 
footfall and sales by engaging shoppers 
before, during and after they visit your retail 
destination. IQ Connect is delivered as a 
service with a suite of powerful tools that 
offers a simpler way to know, measure, and 
reward your most loyal customers.
 
 

Multifaceted Cost Neutral Offering – 
GEMS Rewards from GEMS Education

Designed to help make school fees cost-
neutral for parents, GEMS Rewards not only 
saves families money but enhances the 
lifestyle and wellbeing of GEMS Education’s 
families and employees with compelling 
offers. GEMS Rewards is offered on a newly 
enhanced proprietary mobile platform with 
a user-friendly interface.
 

Tesco Clubcard – Tesco

In 2020 Tesco redefined supermarket loyalty 
by offering Clubcard members instant 
savings on top of points-based rewards. 
The innovation had a transformative 
effect on the scheme and the business, 
turbo-charging programme participation 
and brand value perception, and boosting 
customer loyalty by a remarkable +210 
basis points within just 12 months.
 

  

Book your 
table now!

internationalloyaltyawards
June 14, 2022

Old Billingsgate, London
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty

Extras – Chipotle with Session M

In September 2021, Chipotle launched 
Extras, an exclusive feature for Chipotle 
Rewards members that unlocks access 
to extra points, helping members get 
free Chipotle even faster. Extras gamifies 
Chipotle Rewards with personalized 
challenges for members to earn extra points 
and collect digital achievement badges.

Shell Go+ Spin To Win – Shell with 
Wunderman Thompson & Mando 
Connect

Shell GO+ created a gamified promotion 
across forecourt and CRM, in which every 
member who spent £20+ could ‘spin and 
win’ for the chance to win one of millions 
of prizes.

InnerCircle Rewards – Sleep Number 
with Oracle

Sleep Number’s mission is to improve 
lives by individualizing sleep experiences 
through our revolutionary smart beds. 
InnerCircle Rewards (ICR) leverages 
gamification to extend customer 
relationships with Sleep Number beyond 
their initial purchase, driving product 
adoption, satisfaction, new sales and the 
best sleep experience

Decorating the digital yellow 
Christmas tree – Piraeus Bank with 
Qivos

The Christmas promo of Piraeus Bank, 
in collaboration with Qivos, ran from 
10/12/2021 till 31/12/2021. The aim was 
to unite the bank’s yellow mobile app 
users, under the Christmas spirit and get 
them acquainted with the application, by 
rewarding them with a prize, through the 
fun activity of decorating the digital yellow 
Christmas tree.

Roll Up To Win – Tim Hortons with 
Bond Brand Loyalty

Tim Hortons, Canada’s largest restaurant 
chain, with nearly 4,000 locations (part of 
Restaurant Brands International, which also 
owns Burger King, Popeyes, and Firehouse 
Subs), recast its classic coffee cup contest into 
a gleeful gamified giant—laying long-term 
lifetime value (LTV) foundations while driving 
identifiable player engagement, member 
enrolment, excitement, sales and traffic.

The Fresh Heads – Lidl Slovakia with 
Magneds

Keeping up with the kids and making it fun. 
Digital is in our kid’s DNA. They love their 
screens as if they are best friends. Magneds 
Creates the glue between traditional fun 
collectables like marbles, makes them 
unique and connects them with innovative 
apps kids are playing nowadays. Combine 
those success factors and kids loyalty 2.1 is 
rolling!

Promotion LogoandSignage

Since launch of ICR, Sleep Number has seen a 22% increase in customer referrals. The 90-day 
engagement rate is about 69 percent, significantly outpacing industry averages. Sleep Number's 
30-day engagement rate is about 49 percent, also above industry averages. Our Net Promoter 
Score (NPS) is currently the highest in corporate history. 
 

SSleep Number InnerCircle Rewards – Program Overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Fresh Heads Lidl Slovakia - Kids loyalty 2.1 
Entry for: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty 

International Loyalty Awards 2022 
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty

Play with your favourite brands – 
Joyall Limited

A market first! Brands can now engage their 
customers for hours on end with custom 
branded casual games and entertaining 
content, serving up real-world rewards to 
keep them coming back time and time again.

The 1 – Central Group with Session M

‘The 1’ is Thailand’s No.1 Digital Lifestyle 
and Loyalty Platform that enhances the 
everyday life of its over 19 million members. 
Established as a membership program in 
2006, The 1 has now evolved into a digital 
lifestyle ecosystem – involving more than 
2000 brands – with loyalty, payment and 
merchant offers consolidated into one 
single mobile experience. The 1 Mission, 
a highly engaging gamification board, 
anchors this entire experience with visible 
results in shaping consumer behavior and 
driving sales to participating brands.
 
 
 

My Arsenal Rewards – Arsenal 
Football Club

Collectible digital trophies launched through 
My Arsenal Rewards; Arsenal Football 
Club’s official member loyalty programme 
powered by Fortress. By attending matches 
at Emirates Stadium, members earn 
trophies for reaching attendance milestones. 
Members collecting a certain number of 
trophies are then eligible for priority ticket 
access to Cup Finals.

The Fresh Heads Minigarden – Lidl 
Belgium with Magneds

Making gardening easy and fun. 
Introducing a traditional campaign with 
the usual success factors isn’t the hardest 
part. Magneds took its campaigns to a next 
level and added a valuable digital element 
both for the consumer and for the retailer: 
The Fresh Heads Mini Garden. A game 
changing and fun loyalty programme with 
a smart sense of balance combining digital 
and physical elements. Making it fun and 
appealing for all ages with valuable insight 
for Lidl.

Get in touch!
info@

internationalloyaltyawards
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2022 Finalists: Best Customer Experience

Your next hand-out doesn’t need 
hands! – Standi with Brand Loyalty 
International

What if we could create a device that 
complimented a self-service checkout? 
What if cashiers don’t need to spend time 
handing out stamps/rewards during a 
loyalty campaign?What if the solution 
required no POS integration?What if we 
could reduce fraud?No more “what ifs” we 
made it a reality with Standi.

A gamified customer engagement 
platform – everest Bite Club

everest’s “Bite Club” is the first fully 
personalized and gamified loyalty program in 
the Greek market of coffee & snack. With the 
use of advanced gamification mechanisms 
and a specially design game, members enjoy 
an exciting rewarding experience, enabling 
the brand to build strong relationships with 
its audience and increase CLV (customer 
lifetime value).

Pepsi Connect – PepsiCo with Apex 
Loyalty

Pepsi Connect is a B2B loyalty and 
engagement digital ordering platform 
developed on salesforce.com by Apex 
Loyalty for Pepsi Co traditional trade. It 
was first deployed in 2018 in Turkey and 
has been so successful that Apex Loyalty 
became the sole partner for loyalty and 
digital ordering in ESSA region for PepsiCo.
 
 
 
 

Thuisvoordeel (Home Benefit) Program 
– Essent with Touch Incentive

For (Dutch) energy suppliers, customer 
retention has become increasingly 
difficult. Essent’s current Thuisvoordeel 
program(Home Benefit-program) did 
not meet its loyalty targets. Therefore, 
things needed to change. After a major 
reorganization and optimization, they 
relaunched the Thuisvoordeel-program in 
Q1 2021. This renewed loyalty program 
is fully aligned with Essent’s strategic 
priorities and the impact on the customer is 
greater than ever!

Be More Super (Marvel Micropopz) 
– Albertsons with Brand Loyalty 
International

To help leading USA retailer Albertson’s 
engage shoppers with an instant physical 
and digital loyalty campaign – Marvel 
superhero Micropopz and trading cards that 
are both collectable and/or tradable

InnerCircle Rewards – Sleep Number 
with Oracle

Loyalty is often overlooked in businesses with 
long purchase cycles where new customers 
often reign supreme. Sleep Number sells 
revolutionary smart beds and leverages its 
InnerCircle Rewards program to maintain a 
deeper relationship with customers beyond 
their initial purchase as part of their sleep 
wellness journey.
 

Verder met Vattenfall (daily choices 
for fossil free living) – Vattenfall with 
Doornvogel

The campaign “Verder met Vattenfall” 
resulted in a positive effect on brand 
appreciation and an increase in brand 
loyalty. This is achieved by using a smart, 
multi-channel loyalty approach: an 
outstanding DM-pack and eDM-mail, an 
interactive landing page with gamified quiz 
and a contact strategy with multiple needs-
triggered follow-up emails.

Since launch of ICR, Sleep Number has seen a 22% increase in customer referrals. The 90-day 
engagement rate is about 69 percent, significantly outpacing industry averages. Sleep Number's 
30-day engagement rate is about 49 percent, also above industry averages. Our Net Promoter 
Score (NPS) is currently the highest in corporate history. 
 

SSleep Number InnerCircle Rewards – Program Overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEDIA BRIDGE DESIGNBRAND LOYALTY / DISNEY / MARVEL - 5/7/2021 - FINAL FILES - BMS sidewalk poster - 12.25”x16”
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Technology

Fan Experience Platform – Red Bull 
Racing with Oracle

The 2021 Formula 1 race season was 
history-making for Oracle Red Bull Racing. 
Combined, the team landed 10 pole 
positions, 23 podiums (11 of which were 
1st place), 13 fastest pit stops, and 6 fastest 
laps. Max Verstappen led 652 laps (50.2% of 
all laps across all races) and earned his first 
Driver World Champion title.
 

The Fresh Heads – Lidl Slovakia with 
Magneds

Changing the game with UniQode. Kids 
loyalty campaigns have been the same 
for years, innovation is very limited. This 
innovative way of integrating unique QR 
codes to this loyalty campaign keeps the 
customers aware (stimulates behaviour 
on personal level), enriches the customer 
journey (extra spot-on content/fun) and 
brings the programme to a higher level.
 

Vector – Customology

In 2020, Customology launched Vector, an 
innovative customer broadcast messaging 
platform. As a technology agnostic agency, 
we found no platforms that enabled 
brands to truly leverage their first party 
transaction and engagement data for 
dynamic audience segmentation. Vector 
enables brands to manage multi-channel 
communications whilst delivering higher 
engagement and ROI.
 

eBucks Rewards – First National Bank 
with eBucks Marketing

eBucks Rewards from FNB aims to help its 
customers thrive in a modern world. The 
programme continues to demonstrate the 
power of our digital platform in helping 
our customers better manage their money 
across 4 pillars: credit, transact, invest, and 
insure.
 

The Fresh Heads Minigarden – Lidl 
Belgium with Magneds

With our UniQode we are changing the 
game by bringing an innovative solution for 
the next generation of kids. Our UniQode 
is a smart and friendly way to receive 
important data from the target group 
without pushing them. Uniquecodes gets 
actual insights that reach beyond predicted 
forecasts. Those numbers provide valuable 
information to evaluate the initial set-up, 
calculate accuracy and identify areas for 
improvement. The results are spectacular.
 

Honda Joy Club – Honda with 
Akkado Loyalty

“Delivering joy” through a compelling 
bouquet of benefits and privileges Honda 
Joy Club (HJC)–first-of-its-kind Digital 
Loyalty Program for Honda 2-wheelers is 
creating a revolution in the way brands 
engage and reward their loyal customers. 
With its large member base of 1.9million, 
HJC is delivering “Joy” through its 
sophisticated tech platform (Mobile & Web 
APP& SMS code platform).
 

HONDA JOY CLUB MOBILE APP

2

Honda Joy Club (HJC) – first-of-its-kind Digital Loyalty
Program for Honda 2-wheelers is creating a revolution
in the way brands engage and reward their loyal
customers

The Fresh Heads Lidl Slovakia - Kids loyalty 2.1 
Entry for: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty 

International Loyalty Awards 2022 
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Technology

The Payback App – Payback GmbH

Over 10 million customers in Germany 
already use the PAYBACK app. Over the 
past few months, the service bundle has 
been further enhanced and expanded. For 
example, it is now even easier for customers 
to redeem points directly at the checkout, 
to deposit a credit card when paying and to 
score and pay directly at the petrol pump 
with “Fuel&Go” from partner Aral. PAYBACK 
Go has also been further expanded.
 
 

Points Share Conversion Through 
Blockchain Integration – GEMS 
Rewards from GEMS Education

GEMS Rewards’ innovative use of 
blockchain technology enables the platform 
to instantaneously convert points from 
other loyalty programmes, such as Etisalat’s 
Smiles, into GEMS Points, delivering a 
seamless and traceable process. GEMS 
Rewards is offered on a newly enhanced 
proprietary mobile platform with a user-
friendly interface.
 
 

Your next hand-out doesn’t need 
hands! – Standi with Brand Loyalty 
International

What if we could create a device that 
complimented a self-service checkout? 
What if cashiers don’t need to spend time 
handing out stamps/rewards during a 
loyalty campaign? What if the solution 
required no POS integration? What if we 
could reduce fraud? No more “what ifs” we 
made it a reality with Standi.

bofrost*plus delivery to your door – 
bofrost*

bofrost*́s sales drivers have been delivering 
its famous frozen food and ice-creams to 
European homes since 1966. In October 
2021 bofrost* launched bofrost*plus , its 
status-based loyalty programme specifically 
designed to make both its new and 
established customers feel valued with 
relevant and emotional rewards.

470,000*
Registrations

in the first 4.5 months

23%*
of all German bofrost* customers 

are already members

DELIVERING LOYALTY  
RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!

THE SITUATION 
bofrost* is Europe´s leading B2C supplier 
of frozen foods. Its sales drivers already 

have a unique understanding about their 
customers´ preferences due to the 

strength of their personal relationships
> 50% of bofrost*`s customers have been 
loyal to their bofrost* sales driver for 10+ 

years!

THE CHALLENGE 
To reward bofrost*´s famously loyal 

older customer base and its younger, 
digitally native customers with a 

programme that truly understands
their needs and desires.

*The texts highlighted in yellow are to be used for the judges´ deliberation only.

2:40 min. 
A training video explaining

the bofrost*plus. programme
to sales drivers

Book your 
table now!

internationalloyaltyawards
June 14, 2022

Old Billingsgate, London
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Customer Analytics/Data

VeryMe Rewards – Vodafone with 
Mando Connect

VeryMe Rewards from Vodafone UK is 
the most personalised, most loved loyalty 
programme. It gives members rewards they 
REALLY love, based on smart preferencing, 
gamified engagement techniques, data and 
insight. Machine learning enables it to get 
better over time too. It has continuously and 
significantly driven loyalty, reduced churn 
and increased NPS.

The Customer Engagement Platform – 
VW Group with Merkle

The VW Group’s Customer Engagement 
Platform provides VW with a single 
source of truth-connecting web data, 
customer data, and finance data into 
one unified customer identity. This 
helps drive customer engagement and 
loyalty by delivering more intelligent 
and personalised communications that 
humanise interactions between VWG and 
their customers.
 

Driving business wide strategy and 
growth – Lakeland with Go Inspire 
Group

Building upon the foundations of delivering 
something ‘truly extraordinary’, the 
myLakeland Club continued its meteoric 
rise in 2020/2021. How? By applying 
sophisticated approaches to segmentation, 
clustering, category analysis and 
discounting to deliver laser-focussed, hyper-
personalised member communications. The 
result? A set of smashed KPIs, including a 
317% YOY incremental revenue increase.

Iberia Plus – Iberia with IAG Loyalty

Tackling manual communications and 
fragmented processes head on, IAG Loyalty’s 
Data, CRM and Marketing teams came 
together to create one cross-functional 
team with data intelligence and rewarding 
members at its core. This collaboration 
enabled them to overcome the challenges 
and roll out sophisticated and automated 
lifecycle communications.
 

efesliyiz.biz – Efes with Apex Loyalty

Efesliyiz.biz is a B2B loyalty platform 
developed on sales force.com in 2013 
for retailers with the “Together we are 
stronger” motto. After it turned out to be a 
success, new platforms in line with efesliyiz.
biz were launched for other strategic 
partners like distributors, horeca channel 
and Efes field force in the following years.

The Domino’s Effect – Domino’s Pizza 
Indonesia with Capillary Technology

Showcasing Capillary’s expertise in 
advanced data analytics, hyper-personalized 
customer experiences and intelligent AI to 
power Domino’s online revenue stream in 
Indonesia.
 

CREATING
THE DOMINOS 
EFFECT FOR 
DOMINO’S 
INDONESIA, 
85% HIGHER 
INCREMENTAL 
SALES

Category: Best Use of Customer Analytics/Data
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Foxtel Rewards – Foxtel Group

Foxtel Rewards leveraged customer viewing 
data to encourage customers to watch 
cricket on Foxtel owned channels instead 
of free-to-air. The multi-channel campaign, 
run as a ‘Watch and Win’ promotion, drove 
repeat viewing and engagement with the 
incentive to win. The campaign saw a 27% 
uplift in viewing on Foxtel.

Checkers Xtra Saving – Shoprite 
Group of Companies

With every swipe we are able to collect 
rich customer data that combined with 
advanced analytics, creates unique 
customer DNA helping us better personalise 
products to our Checkers Xtra Savings 
members. With zero friction we save them 
money on the products they love.
 
 

Book your 
table now!

internationalloyaltyawards
June 14, 2022

Old Billingsgate, London

2022 Finalists: Best Use of Customer Analytics/Data

Old Billingsgate on the River Thames
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Industry Innovation

QV Rewards – QV Skincare (Ego 
Pharmaceuticals) with Stamp Loyalty 
Solutions

The QV Rewards program utilizes innovative 
receipt scanning technology to provide 
value to QV consumers, pharmacy retailer 
partners and insight back to the QV brand, 
all of which have helped to retain the 
brand’s number one position as Australia’s 
#1 pharmacy skincare brand in an 
increasingly competitive and price-driven 
market.

Gambit Rewards – Snipp Interactive

Gambit Rewards integrates loyalty 
programs with online gaming and sports 
betting, thus creating a new redemption 
alternative. Gambit is a regulator-approved 
consumer network that enables consumers 
to convert unused loyalty points into digital 
play tokens, which can then be used toward 
free-to-play games for real cash rewards or 
other prizes.

Pointspay – Loylogic

Pointspay connects online shops with 
loyalty programs via a MarPay technology. 
Allowing loyalty program members from 
many of the world’s leading programs to 
pay directly for their online purchases with 
a combination of loyalty points/miles and 
cash at the merchant site. Making online 
shopping more affordable and rewarding.

The Academy Loyalty Program – 
Barry’s with Session M

Barry’s set out to design a program 
that would personalize their member 
experience, providing relevant messaging, 
offers, benefits, and rewards. The solution 
needed to scale with Barry’s growth plans 
and efficiently integrate with the rest of 
the Barry’s technical infrastructure. The 
outcome – The Academy.

piuAISM – AISM (Associazione 
Italiana Sclerosi Multipla) with 
Promarsa Italia

piùAISM(www.piuaism.it ) is a rewarding 
program dedicated to the “Soci” 
(recurring donors) of AISM, Associazione 
ItalianaSclerosi Multipla. By registering to 
the program, donors can receive benefits, 
discounts and cash back on a network of 
250 merchants. An interesting case-study 
in an industry usually more focused on 
acquisition rather than loyalty.

Tesco Clubcard – Tesco

When the pandemic hit, Tesco threw away 
the rulebook to show its commitment to 
its most loyal customers in extraordinary 
times. They responded in kind, delivering 
an increase in loyalty of +210 basis points 
within just 12 months.
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Industry Innovation

Super Foodies 3 – Esselunga with 
Boost Group

Following the 2019 and 2020 success, Boost 
Group and Esselunga brought back in Italy 
Super Foodies 3 an eco-sustainable short-
term loyalty program focusing on healthy 
eating habits. Thanks to Super Foodies, 
Esselunga positioned itself as a“green” 
retailer educating families on nutrition and 
healthy eating habits through fun and play.

Scalable Partner Collaboration – 
Currency Alliance

Currency Alliance operates the global 
B2B SaaS platform in loyalty marketing 
that enables low-cost connectivity and 
collaboration between complementary 
brands so they can offer more choice and 
value to customers. Many loyalty programs 
have had partners for earning, exchanging, 
or redeeming points/miles for decades, 
but finding relevant new partners and 
managing them has been time-consuming 
and expensive.

Salling Group Customers Skip the 
Queue with the Digital Refund – The 
Salling Group

The Salling Group’s digital refund feature 
taps into emotional loyalty and creates 
a hassle-free return experience based on 
trust. If a customer is not happy with the 
quality of their item, they simply go into the 
app, take a picture, upload it and get their 
money back. No queue required.

KoçAilem – Koç Holding

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic 
quarantines, the national blood donation 
stocks tended to decrease due to the 
restriction of movement in the society. 
KoçAilem BloodBank Platform was 
established to meet the need for blood 
quickly. With this platform, Koç Group 
employees can generate demand for blood, 
reach large masses and become a blood 
donor in a technological way via mobile 
application.
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2022 Finalists: Best Eco-loyalty Initiative

Discovery Gardens – Woolworths with 
UNGA

For the second edition of the Woolworths 
program “Discovery Garden”, UNGA created 
fun bee-friendly seedlings kits for families 
to collect, discover and play outside. By 
giving away seedling kits, Woolworths 
engaged families and empowered them to 
get outside, grow and understand where 
food comes from.

Mi Mini – Lidl Spain with UNGA

Meet Mi Mini Lidl: the most popular 
miniature collectible campaign in Spain. 
UNGA designed creative miniatures, 
including food, beauty, and home items, 
for kids to play to grow. An eco-loyalty 
initiative: the minis were made out of at 
least 99% recycled materials and FSC paper, 
extending Lidl’s commitment to the future.

Samen Greenchoice – Greenchoice 
with Touch Incentive

Greenchoice is the most sustainable energy 
supplier in the Netherlands. However, in 
2018 20% of all new customers churned 
yearly. 2.5 years after launching the 
Samen Green choice program, churn has 
been reduced by 6%. Moreover 74% of 
participants say that the program has 
contributed to a more sustainable lifestyle.

Woolworths Bricks – Woolworths with 
UNGA

For the Woolworths Bricks campaign, UNGA 
had to go the extra mile and came up with 
sustainable bricks for families to collect 
and play with. Australian shoppers were 
rewarded with bricks packs to construct 
their own mini replica of Woolworths 
supermarket, made of at least 80% recycled 
materials.

Super Foodies 3 – Esselunga with 
Boost Group

Following the 2019 and 2020 success, Boost 
Group and Esselunga brought back in Italy 
Super Foodies 3 an eco-sustainable short-
term loyalty program focusing on healthy 
eating habits. Thanks to Super Foodies, 
Esselunga positioned itself as a“green” 
retailer educating families on nutrition and 
healthy eating habits through fun and play.

Enecoins makes renewable energy 
rewarding – Eneco with m-wise

Eneco, the leading Benelux renewable 
energy provider, partnered with m—
wise to create Enecoins. This eco-loyalty 
program rewards customers for making 
environmentally friendly choices. Members 
exchange their saved Enecoins for rewards 
from companies that are committed to 
sustainable practices, ensuring that green 
choices are promoted throughout the 
program.
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2022 Finalists: Best Eco-loyalty Initiative

Abenteuer Bergwelt in cooperation 
with WWF International – Coop 
Switzerland with Boost Group

For its client COOP Switzerland Boost 
Group created “Abenteuer Bergwelt” , a 
successful WWF collectibles campaign. 
RPET-filled plush, color changing mugs, a 
candle raclette and a board game excited 
Swiss shoppers. The game was developed 
together with Stiftung Brändi – a local 
NPO (NGO) that focuses on the inclusion of 
people with disabilities.

Greeners – Sorgenia with Advice 
Group

Greeners by Sorgenia is a manifesto for 
environmental sustainability in Italy. It is 
a gamification platform aimed at a fully 
digital customer base. Greeners is a real 
community, accessible through multiple 
channels, a place where Sorgenia can 
interact with their clients. Among other 
goals, Greeners aims to promote brand 
awareness, increase retention and create a 
strong green brand positioning statement.

Mange Comme Un Champion – 
Carrefour France with UNGA

For Carrefour France’s “Mange Comme Un 
Champion” (Eat Like a Champ) campaign, 
UNGA designed a football-and nutrition-
themed campaign that the whole family 
could enjoy. With the help of 35 European 
football players, 105 stickers, and a 
collector’s album, French families learned all 
about a healthy lifestyle.

Be emoji Fresh – Aldi Belgium & 
Luxemburg with Boost Group

Following the 2019 success, Boost Group 
brought back another collectibles craze 
focusing on ALDI’s core competencies: 
freshness and sustainability. The 24 
emoji®fresh characters, packaged in 
FSC®certified cardboard boxes, represented 
ALDI’s fresh categories. Together with a 
collector’s album, featuring integrated 
games, the loyalty program stimulated 
fresh food choices.
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featuring integrated games, the loyalty program stimulated fresh food choices.  
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2019, the huge hype and phenomenal success it generated was quite surprising. Two years later, ALDI 
asked Boost Group to create a follow-up emoji® campaign, aimed at developing a collectibles craze 
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Communications (including social media)

yellow Rewards Program App – 
Piraeus Bank

Piraeus Bank implemented a 360 marketing 
campaign to promote the new mobile app 
of the yellow Rewards Program. With social 
media being the main communication 
vehicle, the campaign relied on video 
formats specifically designed for mobile 
devices, to communicate the yellow 
benefits offered by the new application the 
Program in general.

Let’s Talk Loyalty

“Let’s Talk Loyalty” is the world’s FIRST 
podcast for loyalty professionals. The show 
features powerful conversations with 
leading loyalty practitioners in a way that is 
effective, innovative, accessible and inspiring. 
We believe that “Let’s Talk Loyalty” is an 
important innovation as a powerful new way 
to communicate with loyalty professionals.

Expedia The Check-In – Expedia Group

Needing to increase engagement, Expedia 
created ‘The Check-In’: a handy monthly 
travel update for all Expedia Rewards 
members. The Check-In combines 
wanderlust-inducing travel content with 
customer loyalty data–to help members 
better understand their points and be more 
inspired with where and how they could 
use them.

Increasing ROI and retention with 
hyper-personalisation – Lakeland with 
Go Inspire Group

Building upon the foundations of delivering 
something ‘truly extraordinary’, the 
myLakeland Club continued its meteoric 
rise in 2020/2021. How? By applying 
sophisticated approaches to segmentation, 
clustering, category analysis and 
discounting to deliver laser-focussed, hyper-
personalised member communications. The 
result? A set of smashed KPIs, including a 
317% YOY incremental revenue increase.

Digitizing trade marketing in India – 
BigCity Promotions

Bud4Trade is a channel loyalty program 
designed to automate, engage, and 
reward channel partners to facilitate 
improved business analysis and increase 
core & secondary engagement via a highly 
accessible and intuitive app. Driving high 
levels of brand advocacy from retailers to 
consumers at the point of sale

My Arsenal Rewards – Arsenal 
Football Club

Ahead of the 2021/22 English Premier 
League season, Arsenal Football Club 
launched its first-ever club loyalty 
programme, giving fans the opportunity to 
convert their everyday interactions with the 
club into rewards, prizes and money-can’t-
buy experiences delivered in partnership 
with Barclays Bank and Fortress GB, the 
sports loyalty and technology specialists.

EnergyCup – Acel Energie with 
Promarsa Italia

EnergyCup (www.energycup.it) is an 
innovative initiative, that leverages on the 
engagement of communities of supporters, 
of which teams are all sponsored by Acel 
Energie. The engagement is based on a 
challenge in which the team itself and the 
behaviours of supporters contribute to the 
leader board.
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Programme Marketing Campaign

Tesco Clubcard – Tesco

When the pandemic hit, Tesco threw away 
the rule book to show its commitment to 
its most loyal customers in extraordinary 
times. They responded in kind, delivering 
an increase in loyalty of +210 basis points 
within just 12 months.

Check out the World – British Airways 
American Express Cards with IAG 
Loyalty

Relaunching with the biggest proposition 
changes for 20 years and the highest Avios 
welcome bonuses, this campaign promoted 
the British Airways American Express Cards; 
rewarding everyday spend for members 
of the British Airways Executive Club. Turn 
every checkout into an opportunity to check 
out the world.

Be emoji Fresh – Aldi Belgium & 
Luxemburg with Boost Group

Following the 2019 success, Boost Group 
brought back another collectibles craze 
focusing on ALDI’s core competencies: 
freshness and sustainability. The 24 emoji® 
fresh characters, packaged in FSC® certified 
cardboard boxes, represented ALDI’s fresh 
categories. Together with a collector’s 
album, featuring integrated games, the 
loyalty program stimulated fresh food 
choices.

Abenteuer Bergwelt in cooperation 
with WWF International – Coop 
Switzerland with Boost Group

For its client COOP Switzerland Boost 
Group created “Abenteuer Bergwelt”, a 
successful WWF collectibles campaign. 
RPET-filled plush, color changing mugs, a 
candle raclette and a board game excited 
Swiss shoppers. The game was developed 
together with Stiftung Brändi–a local NPO 
that focuses on the inclusion of people with 
disabilities.

yellow Rewards Program App – 
Piraeus Bank

yellow, Piraeus Bank Rewards Program, 
created a 360 Marketing Campaign for 
Christmas season 2021, to increase the 
use of cards and also connect yellow with 
the market conditions. The campaign run 
successfully through ATL, BTL and Digital 
communication, leading to an increase 
in card purchase, turnover, number of 
transactions and spent.

Woolworths Bricks – Woolworths with 
UNGA

For the Woolworths Bricks campaign, UNGA 
had to go the extra mile and come up with 
sustainable bricks for families to collect 
and play with. Australian shoppers were 
rewarded with bricks packs to construct 
their own mini replica of Woolworths 
supermarket, made of at least 80% recycled 
materials.
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Programme Marketing Campaign

Open for Business – Ikea Retail 
Services

Small Businesses need help. But accepting 
help is hard, especially from big corporates. 
But IKEA are well positioned to answer the 
needs of SMEs by offering help rooted to 
their entrepreneurial origins. Launching 
their first club for SMEs, in a way that 
piqued attention, drove interest and had 
global appeal.

ERA Club – Erajaya with Capillary 
Technology

Showcasing Capillary’s expertise in hyper-
personalized customer engagement 
and intelligent loyalty solutions to boost 
Erajaya’s loyalty member penetration in 
Indonesia.

Collect Stories – Nectar & Avios with 
IAG Loyalty

Two of the UK’s largest loyalty programmes: 
Nectar & British Airways Executive Club, 
have partnered launching a loyalty defining 
proposition allowing members of both 
programmes to turn everyday spending 
into extraordinary travel experiences by 
converting Nectar points into Avios through 
the creative platform ‘Collect Stories’.

My Renault Winter Campaign – 
Renault with Touch Incentive

By means of the Renault Winter Loyalty 
Campaign, Renault increased the number 
of workshop visits significantly, which led 
to a higher turnover. Furthermore, this 
campaign led to more frequent contact 
moments and a high enrolment-level 
of the My Renault Loyalty Programme. 
Additionally it led to increasing customer 
data and insights.

Brand name Technology Provider

Category: Best Loyalty Programme Marketing Campaign

ERAJAYA’S LOYALTY
PROGRAM SETTING
A MONUMENTAL
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2022 Finalists: Best Financial Services Loyalty Programme or Initiative

FAB Rewards – First Abu Dhabi Bank

With a customer-first approach at its heart, 
First Abu Dhabi Bank(FAB)(UAE) launched 
a digital rewards programme that offers a 
choice of travel, cashback, and shopping 
rewards through its mobile banking 
app. The programme offers multiple 
opportunities to earn rewards across card 
spending, account balances and other 
everyday banking interactions.

Metlife Benimle – Metlife

Launched in February 2020, MetLife Benimle 
is a loyalty program focused on retention 
and engagement, that rewards existing 
and potential MetLife policy holders based 
on Value-Based Scoring model, according 
to the actions and interactions by tracking 
their personal Moment of Truths within the 
customer lifecycle.

Bilt Rewards – Bilt with Session M

BiltRewards is the first loyalty program to 
reward members for their largest monthly 
expense – Rent. We wanted to make rent 
rewarding, while also building a path to 
home ownership by allowing members to 
use points towards a down payment on a 
home.

Blue Rewards – Al Futtaim Retail 
Group with the ENTERTAINER 
business

Blue is the Al Futtaim Retail Group’s loyalty 
programme. Blue enables you to shop 
across our various brands in the GCC & 
Egypt, rewarding your shopping experience 
by adding unlimited cashback & access to 
thousands of 2 for 1 offers from different 
offer categories across the region.

yellow Rewards Program App – 
Piraeus Bank

yellow, is a bank-wide loyalty program 
created on 2016 and on 2020 launched 
the “yellow business”, which addresses 
exclusively to the backbone of the Greek 
economy: both the small businesses and 
the professionals.

Check out the World – British Airways 
American Express Cards with IAG 
Loyalty

Relaunching with the biggest proposition 
changes for 20 years and the highest Avios 
welcome bonuses, this campaign promoted 
the British Airways American Express Cards; 
rewarding everyday spend for members 
of the British Airways Executive Club. Turn 
every check out into an opportunity to 
check out the world.

eBucks Rewards – First National Bank 
with eBucks Marketing

eBucks Rewards is South Africa’s leading 
rewards programme. Launched over 21 
years ago, eBucks has been recognised as 
the Best Loyalty Programme of the Year 
in the financial services sector for 3 years 
running . eBucks from FNB has been helping 
South Africans stretch their Rands by 
paying out over R15 billion(more than £728 
million) in rewards, with over R3 billion paid 
out in the last two years alone.

Summary

eBucks Rewards is South Africa’s leading rewards programme. Launched over 21 years ago, eBucks has 
been recognised as the Best Loyalty Programme of the Year in the financial services sector for 3 years 
running. eBucks from FNB has been helping South Africans stretch their Rands by paying out over R15 billion 
(more than £728 million) in rewards, with over R3 billion paid out in the last two years alone. 

The programme continues to demonstrate the power of our digital platform in helping our customers better 
manage their money across credit, transact, invest, and insure – helping our customers become financially 
independent and making customers’ lives easier.

Joining eBucks Rewards is free and there are no monthly subscription fees. eB10 is equal to R1 and eBucks 
never expire. 

Some of these are:  

BEST PROGRAMME OF THE 
YEAR 2022: FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 

                                                                                          a division of FirstRand Bank Limited. An authorised Financial Services and Credit Provider (NCRCP20).

2019 - 2021Years
Best Financial

Loyalty Programme
South African Loyalty Awards

Flights on App
We launched our own flight booking capability on the FNB App. All FNB 
customers can now conveniently book and pay for airline tickets on the 
FNB App. Customers have the choice to fly with any airline and even choose 
different eBucks Travel to allow both its retail and commercial customers to 
use the FNB App to book local and international flights and hire a car 
for personal and/or business needs, with potential savings of up to 40%. 
The flights extend to further travel offerings like the complimentary SLOW 
Lounge visits and opening an FNB Global Account on the App which gives 
customers access to over 1 000 International lounges. 

Shop on App 
FNB customers can shop a range of products from electronics, luggage to 
health & fitness and vouchers using the FNB/RMB Private Bank App. eBucks 
customers can get discounts of up to 40% on selected deals.  

Book car hire with the FNB App 
To complement the flight booking functionality on the app, customers can now 
enjoy the convenience of booking Avis Car Hire on the app. Members can now 
unlock a discount of up to 40% off Avis car hire when they book flights on the 
app. The discount is redeemed when they book Avis Car Hire on the FNB App.

Benefits

Here are some of the ways we’re giving more value in 2022: 

FNB is the first bank that gives customers the choice of paying for their account fees 
in eBucks
eBucks members can use the FNB App to pay or part-pay their current or Premier account fees 
in eBucks and get the Rand amount reversed – essentially getting cashback. 

FNB Easy Entry Market (costing a customer just R4.95 per month)
They can now get rewarded with a weekly grocery coupon which helps them buy selected 
grocery items like bread, maize meal, tinned food & fresh vegetables valued at R15 for 
only R5.  

FNB Entry Market (R59 per month)
These customers can now get up to R50 back in eBucks a month at key partners – at selected 
grocery partner, fuel partner, health/beauty partner, and a local travel partner. That’s a total of 
up to R150 back in eBucks every month when they spend at these partners. FNB Entry Market 
customers can get a R500 grocery voucher every year when they spend and save or insure with 
FNB. 

FNB Middle Market (R99 per month)
These customers can now earn up to R150 back in eBucks at selected grocery partner, fuel 
partner, health/beauty partner, and a local travel partner per month – a total potential earn of 
R600 back in eBucks per month. FNB Middle Market customers can get R1 500 towards a new 
pair of shoes every year when they spend and save or insure with us. 

Making education more accessible
Now eBucks members can save up to R399 while learning from home, with new partner 
Snapplify. Vouchers are available for purchase on the FNB App and our website. We have also 
partnered with an e-learning platform to bring free extra lessons to FNB customers and their 
school-going children.  

FNB Connect, the bank’s own Mobile Virtual Network Operator
eBucks members with an active FNB Connect SIM can now get up to 2GB of data and 30 
minutes of airtime and 30 SMSs free every month. 

iStore
All qualifying eBucks members (business and retail customers) can now earn and spend eBucks 
on the latest Apple products at iStore. Premier, Private Clients, Private Wealth and RMB Private 
Bank customers can earn up to 15% back in eBucks, depending on their reward level. 

The bank continues to add even more value to customers by offering a variety of value-added 
benefits on a monthly, quarterly, and annual basis such as:

• A yearly R1 500 towards a new pair of shoes for FNB Middle Market customers who spend and save or 
insure with FNB 

• A quarterly complimentary burger or breakfast voucher from local restaurant Wimpy to use at 
participating fuel station Engen 1Stops 

• No sign-up costs for The Entertainer App for the 4th year in a row (until the end of 2022) 
• Up to 40% off selected flights and car hire for the whole family 
• Up to 40% off selected items at the eBucks Shop 
• Complimentary access to airport lounges for the whole family  
• Bonus airport lounge visits for customers and their families when they book flights with eBucks Travel  
• Access to over 1 000 international airport lounges when they take up an FNB Global Account 
• A monthly smoothie reward of up to R100 to spend in-store
• New: Customers can sign up for up to 6 Udemy courses per year and only pay a small registration fee. 
• New: With eBucks Games, customers can play a wide variety of free or paid-for games without adverts 

or monthly subscription fees.  
• Coming soon: A weekly Starbucks reward for private banked customers who use digital payments on 

the FNB App 
• Coming soon: A security service that will allow customers to call for help at a tap of a button on the 

FNB App. 
• Coming soon: Free online extra lessons for school-going children, exclusive to FNB customers. 

Achievements  

Since eBucks Rewards was first launched in 2000, FNB has: 
• Paid out over R15.6 billion in rewards to members 
• With more than R14.2 billion of eBucks already being spent 
• Demonstrating an impressive spend to earn ratio of 95% 
• R2.9 billion has been paid out over the past 24 months alone 

There are currently more than 8.5 million registered eBucks members across the Retail and Business 
Banking Reward programme in South Africa. The programme has remained sustainable for more than two 
decades and has rewarded customers more every year since its inception. eBucks Rewards has evolved 
with customers remaining relevant and continuing to drive good banking behaviour. The programme 
is tightly engrained within the FNB culture – and this cannot be replicated.

eBucks Rewards has created an ecosystem of value where customers, partners and FNB/RMB benefit. 

Results 

eBucks Rewards offers customers the simplest and widest range of earning rewards, as well as giving 
customers the widest choice, by far, when it comes to spending their eBucks. This earns and spends 
ecosystem is the largest of all reward programmes in South Africa – and affords customers the most 
choice of all programmes. 

 This ecosystem makes eBucks one of the most relevant and engaged of all programmes. Customers 
from all walks of life and income categories can use their rewards as they choose, whether it is to stretch 
their wallets to make the end of the month with some extra groceries or fuel or airtime, to customers that 
book flights, go on international holidays or buy the latest tech gadget at the eBucks Shop or a partner. The 
spend options are endless. 

For the past 4 years, the programme has seen an average Earn to Spend ratio of 90% +, proving that 
customers are engaged and that they actively use their rewards.   

We continue to refine our program to bring even more value to members and partners. The programme 
has evolved with its customers and continues to help customers earn and spend eBucks, while offering 
other benefits and rewards that can be enjoyed by the whole family. In the past financial year, eBucks have 
rewarded customers with more than R2.4bn of rewards and benefits. 

Our rewards partners have been carefully selected by the bank based on their 
customer relevance and are some of the largest retailers in their sector – 
making them accessible to all FNB/RMB Private Bank customers nationwide.

BLUE 
REWARDS 
PROGRAM
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Food Retail & Non-Food Retail

Lidl Plus – Lidl GB with Mando 
Connect

Lidl Plus has successfully disrupted grocery 
loyalty “rules”, no points, physical card or 
fuss. Offering weekly coupons, surprise 
spins, coupon plus, partner offers and digital 
receipts. ‘Big Savings, No Fuss, that’s Lidl 
Plus.’ It’s attracted millions of active users, 
significantly driven loyalty, incremental 
value and positively impacted customer 
attitudes.

Super Foodies 3 – Esselunga with 
Boost Group

Following the 2019 and 2020 success, Boost 
Group and Esselunga brought back in Italy 
Super Foodies 3 an eco-sustainable short-
term loyalty program focusing on healthy 
eating habits. Thanks to Super Foodies, 
Esselunga positioned itself as a “green” 
retailer educating families on nutrition and 
healthy eating habits through fun and play.

Checkers Xtra Saving – Shoprite 
Group of Companies

Checkers Xtra Savings rewards programme 
shows its loyalty to customers, and not the 
other way round. Launched in 2019 upon 
the key principles of simplicity, transparency 
and meaningful value, we have signed up 
over 8 million members (all 100% paperless) 
and saved them over R5bn, instantly.

Payback – Payback GmbH

9 out of 10 people in Germany know the 
PAYBACK brand. For 22 years, the program 
has been very close to customers and very 
close to retailers, offline and online. A 
great deal has changed over the past two 
decades, both in terms of digitization and 
consumer behaviour. The past months have 
shown that the program was optimally 
positioned for the crisis: Despite many 
lockdowns, PAYBACK was able to support 
both customers in saving and partners in 
their business. And despite the pandemic, 
PAYBACK not only won a large number of 
new partner companies, but was also able 
to extend important partner contracts.
 

Abenteuer Bergwelt (Adventure 
Mountain World) in cooperation 
with WWF International – Coop 
Switzerland with Boost Group

For its client COOP Switzerland Boost 
Group created “Abenteuer Bergwelt” , a 
successful WWF collectibles campaign. 
RPET-filled plush, color changing mugs, a 
candle raclette and a board game excited 
Swiss shoppers. The game was developed 
together with Stiftung Brändi–a local NPO 
that focuses on the inclusion of people with 
disabilities.

The Salling Group’s Loyalty Program 
– The Salling Group with Cheetah 
Digital

Salling Group’s loyalty program delivers 
intelligent, contextually relevant, highly 
personalized offers to customers – treating 
each and every customer as an individual. 
The machine learning module combined 
with the personalization layer of Cheetah 
Loyalty means customers are served 
discounts for products that are relevant to 
them.
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INTERNATIONAL LOYALTY AWARDS 2022 

Coop Switzerland: “Abenteuer Bergwelt” in cooperation with WWF 
International 
Categories:  

1. Best Loyalty Programme Marketing Campaign 
2. Eco-loyalty Initiative of the Year 
3. Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Retail  
4. Best New Loyalty Launch of the Year 
5. Best Short Term Loyalty Initiative 

 

LINK TO OFFICIAL TVC: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCShJsnu-JU 

Hero image:  

 

1. 50 word summary:  

For its client COOP Switzerland Boost Group created “Abenteuer Bergwelt” a successful WWF 
collectibles campaign. RPET-filled plush, color changing mugs, a candle raclette and a board game 
excited Swiss shoppers. The game was developed together with Stiftung Brändi – a local NPO that 
focusses on the inclusion of people with disabilities. 

2. 250-word synopsis 
 

 
INTERNATIONAL LOYALTY AWARDS 2022 
SUPER FOODIES 3: EDUCATING KIDS TO EAT HEALTHILY IS FUN 
Categories: 
- BEST LOYALTY INDUSTRY INNOVATION 
- NEW CATEGORY: ECO- LOYALTY INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR 
- BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME OF THE YEAR (RETAIL SECTION) 
- BEST CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) INITIATIVE LINKED TO LOYALTY 
- BEST SHORT TERM LOYALTY INITIATIVE 

Video link:  

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/359538964/b62252c3f4  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfcFt1JZbrQ  

Hero image:  
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Food Retail & Non-Food Retail

FLX Rewards – Born to FLX –  
Foot Locker with Oracle

FLX is a global membership program that 
promotes and celebrates sneakerhead 
culture. It is a unified program that spans 
across Foot Locker’s 7 retail banners. At 
its core, FLX is built to provide exclusive 
benefits and create shareable moments, 
while at the same time driving long term 
loyalty and retention.

MyMcDonald’s Rewards – McDonalds 
with Session M

McDonald’s serves 60+ million guests per 
day across the world. Coupled with our 
iconic brand, broad geographic reach and 
strong customer affinity, it makes for the 
perfect ingredients to harness the power of 
customer loyalty.

Soul Mates – Soul Origin with 
Customology

Soul Origin were looking to revitalise their 
existing ‘stamp card ’ loyalty programme. 
Limited customer data was being captured, 
meaning Soul Origin had no indication of 
transactional or life time value for their 
customers. Partnering with Customology, 
Soul Origin launched ‘Soulmates’, a 
programme which would significantly 
benefit their customers and franchise 
Partners.

Pret Coffee Subscription – Pret A 
Manger with Eagle Eye Solutions

Pret A Manger launched its pioneering 
Coffee Subscription Programme in 
September 2020 to deliver against its new 
multichannel strategy to bring Pret to more 
people. This loyalty scheme is the first of its 
kind and even with the challenges of the 
pandemic is now used over 1m times a week.

Book your 
table now!

internationalloyaltyawards
June 14, 2022

Old Billingsgate, London
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Travel & Experiences  
(including airlines, hotels, comparison sites, car hire, restaurants & QSR plus entertainment)

myRewards Plus – Pilot Company with 
Session M

Combining Pilot Flying J’s myRewards card 
for professional drivers with their award-
winning app, the myRewards PlusProgram 
is an enhanced digital loyalty program that 
rewards professional drivers with more 
when they use the app.

Adore Society – Adore Beauty

In March 2021, Adore Beauty launched its 
first loyalty program, Adore Society. From 
the research we identified customers 
wanted a unique reward that wasn’t 
associated with a milestone or spend. 
From this ‘choose your reward day’ was 
born for our Level 3 customers achieving a 
conversion rate of 68.92%
 
 

Audi Presents – Audi with Merkle

The Audi presents program is an exclusive 
invite only events program, transforming the 
way Audi engages with customers – creating 
memorable moments to keep customers 
engaged and building brand loyalty. Audi 
have invested in a robust, data driven, 
approach to personalising experiences with a 
program that breaks loyalty norms.

LNER Perks – LNER with Merkle

LNER Perks was designed to both 
reward customers for travelling with 
LNER and delivers more comprehensive 
understanding of customer travel 
behaviours to enable an improved customer 
service offering. Despite the impact of travel 
restrictions, 320k members have signed 
up since launch and £1.3m credit has been 
awarded to members.

The Home of Champions – Red Bull 
Racing with Oracle

When fans look at Oracle Red Bull Racing, 
they don’t see a company. They see a way 
of life. An ethos to push the limits. They 
see the attention to detail. They see a will 
to win. They see innovation. The values 
and culture are what make Oracle Red Bull 
Racing so inviting to fans to be a part of. To 
go that extra mile. To go that little bit faster. 
To think outside the box and do it all with 
inclusivity, flare, fun and togetherness.

A gamified customer engagement 
platform – everest Bite Club

everest’s “Bite Club” is the first fully 
personalized and gamified loyalty program 
in the Greek market of coffee & snack. 
With the use of advanced gamification 
mechanisms and a specially designed game, 
members enjoy an exciting rewarding 
experience, enabling the brand to build 
strong relationships with its audience and 
increase CLV.

Elite From Day One – Hertz with 
Brierley

The Elite from Day One campaign 
launched in July 2021,upgrading new 
loyalty members to Five Star elite status 
beginning with their very first rental. Their 
elevated status was valid through the end 
of 2021,and they were able to retain it 
through 2022 with only 3 rentals in 2021.

Virgin Trains Ticketing – Virgin Red 
with Eagle Eye Solutions

Judges will be looking for innovations, 
technology based or otherwise, 
implemented or launched during 2020 
and 2021, that have increased the brand’s 
competitiveness and the effectiveness 
of the entering organisation or could be 
considered ‘firsts’ in the loyalty industry.
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2022 Finalists: Best Use of Mobile & Social

Honda Joy Club – Honda with 
Akkado Loyalty

Honda Joy Club(HJC) – first-of-its-kind 
Digital Loyalty Program for Honda 
2-wheelers is creating a revolution in the 
way brands engage and reward their loyal 
customers. With its large member base of 
1.9million, HJC is delivering “Joy” through 
its sophisticated tech platform (Mobile & 
Web APP& SMS code platform).

The Fresh Heads – Lidl Slovaki with 
Magneds

The Fresh Heads; a kids’ campaign with a 
twist, Introducing a UniQode (unique code) 
as the bridge between physical and digital 
collectables. It is breaking new ground 
combining traditional success elements 
with innovative solutions. Creating a bigger 
impact on the next generation with a #1 
game during campaign and approx 26% 
digital participation of the entire target 
group in the country.

Yes Rewards – Emirates National Oil 
Company with Comarch

Yes Rewards the program from Emirates 
National Oil Company builds customer 
loyalty and rewards customers for things 
they do everyday. Spanning across fuel, 
convenience, car wash, automotive services 
and even F&B the program has created a 
niche for itself in the UAE Market since its 
launch in November 2020.

A chatbot with a purpose – Bulmers 
with Eagle Eye Solutions

Chatbots are usually associated with 
complaints and queries, not this one. 
Bulmers redefined the chatbot by using 
geotargeted social media placements to 
offer free bottles of Bulmers Original in 
exchange for a conversation. Consumers 
took to the scheme, driving foot-traffic to 
participating pubs, incremental spend, and 
valuable data.

The Fresh Heads Minigarden – Lidl 
Belgium with Magneds

The smartphone user penetration rate in 
Belgium is forecasted to grow year-on-
year and the age of first users are getting 
younger. Therefore, it’s a must to extend a 
loyalty campaign with a digital element. 
Magneds can identify each participating 
shopper and connect with them during the 
campaign period by integrating uniqueQR 
codes. This stimulates customer behaviour 
and enriches the customer journey.

INA Loyalty Program – MOL Group 
with Annex Cloud

MOL Group developed a fully mobile, 
custom tiered loyalty program for their INA 
fuel and convenience stores that recognizes, 
incentivizes, and rewards customers. The 
INA loyalty program boosts excitement, 
motivation, and engagement across all 
customer touchpoints using technology 
and data to deliver broad and personalized 
messages and experiences.

The Fresh Heads Lidl Slovakia - Kids loyalty 2.1 
Entry for: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty 

International Loyalty Awards 2022 
 

 
  

HONDA JOY CLUB MOBILE APP

2

Honda Joy Club (HJC) – first-of-its-kind Digital Loyalty
Program for Honda 2-wheelers is creating a revolution
in the way brands engage and reward their loyal
customers
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Launch or Initiative of 2020 and 2021
(including pandemic heroes)

Neighbor’s Club – Tractor Supply 
Company with Bond Brand Loyalty

Growing rapidly with over 2,000 stores in 
49 states, Tractor Supply Company (TSC) 
has been passionate about targeting the 
needs of recreational farmers, ranchers, 
and all those who enjoy living the rural 
lifestyle, for more than 80 years. With a 
loyal and growing customer base, the brand 
dramatically reinvented its Neighbor’s Club 
program in 2021 to provide new features 
and exclusive benefits for members.

Fleet Rewards Program – Fleet Farm 
with Brierley

Fleet Farm, a mid-western retail 
department store, caters to a broad cross-
section of rural and suburban customers. 
Operating a credit program (cobrand and 
PLCC) for many years, the brand launched 
a new, all forms-of-tender loyalty program 
designed to appeal to their entire customer 
base, generating share-shift and fostering 
emotional loyalty.

KoçAilem – Koç Holding

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic 
quarantines, the national blood donation 
stocks tended to decrease due to the 
restriction of movement in the society. 
KoçAilem Blood Bank Platform was 
established to meet the need for blood 
quickly. With this platform, Koç Group 
employees can generate demand for blood, 
reach large masses and become blood 
donor by a technological way via a mobile 
application.

The Paddock – Red Bull Racing with 
Oracle

When fans look at Oracle Red Bull Racing, 
they don’t see a company. They see 
excitement. An ethos to push the limits. 
They see the attention to detail. They see a 
will to win. They see innovation. The values 
and culture are what make Oracle Red Bull 
Racing so inviting to fans to be a part of. To 
go that extra mile. To go that little bit faster. 
To think outside the box. And do it all with 
inclusivity, flare, fun and togetherness.

Checkers Xtra Saving – Shoprite 
Group of Companies 

With every swipe we are able to collect 
rich customer data that combined with 
advanced analytics creates unique 
customer DNA helping us better personalise 
products to our Checkers Xtra Savings 
members. With zero friction we save them 
money on the products they love.

Pret Coffee Subscription – Pret A 
Manger with Eagle Eye Solutions

Pret A Manger launched its pioneering 
Coffee Subscription Programme in 
September 2020 to deliver against its new 
multichannel strategy to bring Pret to more 
people. This loyalty scheme is the first of its 
kind and even against the challenges of the 
pandemic is now used over 1m times a week.

Neighbor’s Club Visuals 
and Program Details
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2022 Finalists: Best Loyalty Launch or Initiative of 2020 and 2021
(including pandemic heroes)

Sky Rewards – Sky Television New 
Zealand with Quantum Jump

Sky Rewards was launched in late 2021 as 
a significant retention initiative, seeking to 
address customer insight which indicated 
that lack of recognition of tenure and 
product holding was becoming a major 
churn risk.

Creating a better life at work – Ikea 
Business Network with Ikea Retail 
Services

In April 2021, IKEA launched ‘IKEA Business 
Network’, a new loyalty programme that 
focuses on supporting the growth of small 
businesses globally. Designed to inspire and 
empower members ‘to create a better life 
at work’, our range of benefits, products 
and services enable businesses to nurture 
growth on their terms.

Dough Getters – Bakers Delight with 
Cheetah Digital

Founded in 1980, Bakers Delight is one of 
the largest franchised bakery chains globally, 
with over 500 locations across Australia and 
New Zealand. We’ve been committed to 
delighting our customers and being pillars of 
our communities for 40+ years.

Virgin Red – Virgin Red with Eagle 
Eye Solutions

This award will go to the best new loyalty 
launch or initiative first publicised, revealed, 
or which went live during calendar years 
2020 & 2021. Judges will be looking for 
programmes that offer the best value to 
the customer. Results should show that 
the initiative is able to achieve its initial 
objectives in terms of reach, value and 
volume. The judges will also be looking 
for creativity, innovation, emotional 
engagement, clarity of product information, 
including terms and conditions, and the 
value of benefits.
 

Appendix: 

Dough Getters App Screenshots 

   
 

  

SKY BrandSky TV

Proprietory and ConfidentialSKY ©2021 8

Phase 
IN JOURNEY COMMS

5 eDM - MARCOMMS EMAIL  
On air reward is now live  
– is on your account

Sky Rewards
To:  <Sam@sample.co.nz>
SKY

Hi <Firstname>

Great choice! <Your Sky Rewards channel 
unlock is now live so you can binge on <Sky 
Movies> on us from <date> to <date>. <Your 
Sky Reward of 2 x Sky Box Office movies is now 
live and you can watch on <X> of the newest 
movies on us until <date> with Sky Rewards.>

<Firstname>, your reward is now live!

Enjoy even more entertainment with Sky Rewards

1/10/21

You’re good to go!

Hi <Firstname>

Great choice! <Your Sky Rewards channel 
unlock is now live so you can binge on <Sky 
Movies> on us from <date> to <date>. <Your 
Sky Reward of 2 x Sky Box Office movies is now 
live and you can watch on <X> of the newest 
movies on us until <date> with Sky Rewards.>

Just follow these steps to book your Sky Box Office movies 
through My Account.

Log in or register for My Account to book online at  
www.sky.co.nz/myaccount.

From the My Account Dashboard, scroll down to the  
Pay-Per-View section. Find the movie you’re after and  
click on ‘Book Now’.

The next pop-up box will give you a synopsis, screen times 
and charge. If you have more than one Sky box, select the 
correct box to make the booking on.

Once you’ve made your selection, click ‘Review Booking’  
to review and confirm your booking.

Click on ‘Confirm Booking’ to complete your purchase, or 
‘Change Booking’ to go back. And then we’ll simply clear 
the charge from your account.]> 

<Your <Sky Movies>channel unlock will automatically begin on <date> 
and finish on <date>. There’s nothing you need to do, just watch your 
favourite movies on channels [XX]>. Best of all, you’ll be able to watch 
many of your <unlocked channel> features on Sky Go, anytime, any-
where in NZ.

Thanks for being a loyal Sky customer and enjoy your reward.

Thanks
The Sky Crew

Watch Sky. Get Rewards. Simple!
Learn more at skyrewards.co.nz 0800 759 759

This Sky Reward is subject to <Channel Unlock Terms> <Sky Box Office Vouch-
er Terms> below and the Sky Rewards Terms. <Channel/Package Unlock 
Terms> <Sky Box Office Voucher Terms>: [Insert]

12

1

3

4

5

<You can rent your 2 x Sky Box Office movies on [channels 41-43] by 
using your Sky remote if your Sky Box is internet-connected, online 
through My Account or by giving us a call on [INSERT NUMBER].

<You can rent your 2 x Sky Box Office movies on [channels 41-43] by 
using your Sky remote if your Sky Box is internet-connected, online 
through My Account or by giving us a call on [INSERT NUMBER].

Get in touch!
info@

internationalloyaltyawards
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2022 Finalists: Best Coupon / Voucher Based Loyalty Programme – Virtual or Paper

Your next hand-out doesn’t need 
hands! – Standi with Brand Loyalty 
International

What if we could create a device that 
complimented a self-service checkout? 
What if cashiers don’t need to spend time 
handing out stamps/rewards during a 
loyalty campaign? What if the solution 
required no POS integration? What if we 
could reduce fraud? No more “what ifs” we 
made it a reality with Standi.

A gamified customer engagement 
platform – everest Bite Club

Everest’s “Bite Club” is the first fully 
digitized and personalized loyalty program 
in the Greek market of coffee & snack. With 
the use of machine learning and product 
recommendation algorithms, each member 
is rewarded with automatically triggered 
digital coupons at 1-1 level.

Lidl Plus – Lidl GB with Mando 
Connect

Lidl Plus has successfully disrupted grocery 
loyalty “rules”, no points, physical card or 
fuss. Offering weekly coupons, surprise 
spins, coupon plus, partner offers and 
digital receipts. ‘Big Savings, No Fuss, 
that’s Lidl Plus.’ It has attracted millions 
of active users, significantly driven loyalty, 
incremental value and positively impacted 
customer attitudes.

Be More Super (Marvel Micropopz) 
– Albertson’s with Brand Loyalty 
International

To help leading USA retailer, Albertson’s 
engage shoppers with an instant physical 
and digital loyalty campaign–Marvel 
superhero Micropopz and trading cards that 
are both collectable and/or tradable.

Shell Go+ Spin To Win – Shell with 
Wunderman Thompson & Mando 
Connect

Shell GO+ created a gamified promotion 
across forecourt and CRM, in which every 
member who spent £20+ could ‘spin and 
win’ for the chance to win one of millions 
of prizes.

The Fresh Heads – Lidl Slovakia with 
Magneds

The Fresh Heads; a kids’ campaign with a 
twist. Introducing a UniQode (unique code)
as the bridge between physical and digital 
collectables. It is breaking new ground 
combining traditional success elements 
with innovative solutions. Creating a bigger 
impact on the next generation with a #1 
game during campaign and approx 26% 
digital participation of the entire target 
group in the country.

The Fresh Heads Lidl Slovakia - Kids loyalty 2.1 
Entry for: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty 

International Loyalty Awards 2022 
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2022 Finalists: Best Coupon / Voucher Based Loyalty Programme – Virtual or Paper

Aussie Heroes – Woolworths with 
UNGA

For the Woolworths Aussie Heroes 
campaign, UNGA designed 40 sticker packs 
with the most popular Aussie Heroes 
from the Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
Families supported the world’s greatest 
sporting events by learning all about their 
Aussie Heroes and were stimulated to find 
their own passion and achieve their dreams.

Bake with Foxtel – Foxtel Group with 
Komo Audience Engagement platform

As the Great Australian Bake Off heated 
up on TV screens, Foxtel’s customer 
engagement campaign topped the charts 
on member’s phone screens through the 
use of Komo’s Audience Engagement 
Platform. ‘Bake with Foxtel’ combined a 
series of gamified experiences through 
Komo Audience Engagement’ platform, 
featuring exclusive content, digital coupons 
and other giveaways that helped grow 
customer loyalty.

Game Mania XP – Game Mania with 
M-Wise

Game Mania, the leading Benelux gaming 
retailer, partnered with m—wise to create 
a highly gamified loyalty program. Game 
Mania XP offers customers an exciting mix 
of online and offline challenges, in-store 
codewords, badges, coins, and levels to 
create the ultimate gaming loyalty program.

Book your 
table now!

internationalloyaltyawards
June 14, 2022

Old Billingsgate, London
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2022 Finalists: Best B2B Loyalty Programme

Pepsi Connect – PepsiCo with Apex 
Loyalty

Pepsi Connect is a B2B loyalty, engagement 
and digital ordering platform developed 
on salesforce.com by Apex Loyalty for Pepsi 
Co traditional trade. It was first deployed in 
2018 in Turkey and has been so successful 
that Apex Loyalty became the sole partner 
for loyalty and digital ordering in ESSA 
region for PepsiCo.

Help for Hospitality – Brakes with 
Appreciate Group

Help for Hospitality is a partnership 
between Appreciate Business Services 
and the notable UK hospitality company, 
Brakes, designed to help galvanise levels 
of confidence in the company during 
the unexpected period of instability and 
uncertainty brought by the Covid-19 
pandemic. The partnership also helped to 
return outstanding financial results.

yellow Rewards Program App – 
Piraeus Bank

During covid era, small businesses and 
professionals where in the center of this 
crisis, demanding attention and support. 
As a bank-wide program, yellow looked 
into their needs, recorded their demands 
with extensive research, and shaped a new 
scheme, yellow business, the first bank-
wide loyalty Program in Greece, addressed 
to business customers.

Digitizing trade marketing in India – 
BigCity Promotions

Bud4Trade is a channel loyalty program 
designed to automate, engage, and 
reward channel partners to facilitate 
improved business analysis and increase 
core & secondary engagement via a highly 
accessible and intuitive app. Driving high 
levels of brand advocacy from retailers to 
consumers at the point of sale.

Ikea Business Network: Creating 
a better life at work – Ikea Retail 
Services

In April 2021, IKEA launched ‘IKEA Business 
Network’, a new loyalty programme that 
focuses on supporting the growth of small 
businesses globally. Designed to inspire and 
empower members ‘to create a better life 
at work’, our range of benefits, products 
and services enable businesses to nurture 
growth on their terms.

InSeason Rewards – Countrywide with 
Customology

Countrywide Food Service Distributors 
sought to re-launch their existing rewards 
programme. Historically, there was 
confusion around reward redemption 
and eligibility meaning few were taking 
advantage of the programme. Countrywide 
completely transformed the programme, to 
guarantee every stakeholder would benefit, 
making the ‘InSeasons Reward Programme’ 
the first of its kind.

The IKEA Business Network, 
now open for you 

©
 Inter IKEA System

s B.V. 2021

Spain Conectados24h, main page and promotion banners

Spain Conectados24h, main page and promotion banners

These assets are strictly confidential, intended exclusively for the 
International Loyalty Awards entry. Neither these assets, or the information 
contained in these assets, can be used by any party for promotional purposes.

Brakes customer portal 
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Lenovo Elevate – Lenovo with 
Motivforce

Elevate’ targets Lenovo’s Authorised 
Partners in EMEA to join a rewards program 
at firm level, grow sales and generate 
sufficient revenue to be converted to higher 
Lenovo tier resellers/business partners. 
Elevate incentivises the resellers via self-
selected quarterly targets, rewarding them 
with quarterly cash rebates for Lenovo Data 
Center sales.

DS Points Plus – Dentsply Sirona with 
Stream Loyalty

Dentsply Sirona UK used a tactical loyalty 
campaign called ‘Dentsply Rewards’ in 2009 
to turn around a decline in heritage brand 
sales. The initial campaign resulted in 85% 
target market penetration in year 1 and a 
130% ROI. Now in 2022 the programme, 
‘DS Points Plus’, has matured to an ‘API 
first’ solution running loyalty in 7 countries 
across 4 continents.
 
 
 
 

Device Club – XL Axiata with Comarch

XL AXIATA is Indonesia’s leading 
telecommunications provider, connecting 
more than 56 million users of the nation. 
With over 27 years of experience and 
armed with a deep understanding of our 
subscribers’ needs, XL is credited with 
bringing mobile services to ordinary 
Indonesians, allowing access to more 
middle-and lower-income groups. We 
proudly serve 90% of total smartphone 
users in the nation. Even though our clients 
are the heart and soul of our company, 
multiple partners help us to build the 
backbone of our business.

BMW Inside Edge – BMW UK with 
Mando Connect

Combining exclusive benefits, frictionless 
experiences, thought leadership content 
and innovative business insight, ‘BMW 
Inside Edge ’is an industry-first B2B 
loyalty programme. Solving the lack of 
engagement between corporate drivers 
and the brand they pick, it enables them 
to unlock the “inside edge” and makes 
life on the go and at home a little easier. 
It has smashed sign-up targets and 
has significantly improved customer 
understanding and loyalty.

turbulence, even in device handset sales. The positive trend of XL Axiata sales in stores got the 
attention of main device providers, making them more open to collaborate with XL to make joint 
promotional programs and product distribution channels. As recently as Q1 2021, these providers 
granted privileged access to XL. Oppo and Samsung joint business had meetings involving both parties 
at chief level for higher level collaboration. 

 

This good impact has also reached the major device providers from across brands that made us their 
go-to telco provider for partnerships whether in device launches or special promos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another indicator to measure our traction in the market supported by the Device Club platform is 
that it improved the connection of our product sold together with handset devices. We consistently 
dominate the share of operator bundling within overall device sales. We managed to be the go-to 
organization for the salespeople, who sought to include the XL product on every device handset sold 
to customers. 

 

 

Get in touch!
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internationalloyaltyawards
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Avios Thank You Appeal – British 
Airways Executive Club with IAG 
Loyalty

At the peak of the pandemic, IAG Loyalty 
and the British Airways Executive Club 
wanted to do their bit. While frontline 
NHS staff were battling the pandemic, IAG 
Loyalty launched an Avios fund, raising 
enough Avios to reward over 5,000 NHS 
staff with 60,000 Avios each.

TOMS Rewards – TOMS with Oracle

TOMS is in business to improve lives. In 
2021, we officially launched ourGiving 
Model, evolving from One for One® 
donations to investing 1/3 of our profits for 
grassroots good. This included relaunching 
our loyalty program, which allows our 
members to do more Good (and be Gooder, 
and Goodest!).
 

Sporters – Sporters Italia with Advice 
Group

Sporters is a free edutainment mobile 
application that aims to spread the value 
of sport through extraordinary stories and 
make the younger generation loyal and 
passionate about sport. Within the app, 
users interact by enjoying editorial content, 
video lessons and stories shared by their 
favourite athletes.

Space Stories – Conad with  
Eulogy/tcc

Loyalty solution provider tcc teamed up 
with “Claymation” experts Hey Clay to 
develop a space-themed community 
campaign for Italian supermarket retailer 
Conad, aimed at inspiring children to take 
up STEM subjects. The campaign combined 
online educational resources for teachers 
with creative in store activations and free 
equipment for schools.
 

Samen Greenchoice – Greenchoice 
with Touch Incentive

Greenchoice is the most sustainable energy 
supplier in the Netherlands. However, in 
2018 20% of all new customers churned 
yearly. 2.5 years after launching the Samen 
Greenchoice program, churn has been 
reduced by 6%. 74% of participants say that 
the program has contributed to a more 
sustainable lifestyle.

Share – MAF with BBD Perfect Storm

SHARE stayed true to our values and 
positioning during the pandemic to deliver 
true value to our members, their friends 
and families, and the wider community. 
Three Initiatives delivered practical care and 
support, as well as making the currency 
more flexible and ‘shareable’ leading to a 
collective spirit of togetherness.
 

2022 International Loyalty Awards Submission for Best Social (CSR) Initiative Linked to Loyalty

Title: TOMS: IN BUSINESS TO IMPROVE LIVES
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Helping to make school fees cost-
neutral – GEMS Rewards & GEMS 
Education

Designed with the purpose of helping to 
make school fees cost-neutral for parents, 
GEMS Rewards not only helps families save 
money, it also enhances the lifestyle of 
GEMS Education’s families and staff with 
compelling offers. GEMS Rewards is now 
offered on a newly enhanced proprietary 
mobile platform with a user-friendly 
interface.

The Salling Group Food Waste Fighter 
– The Salling Group

Food Waste Fighter is a feature across 
Salling Group apps to combat food waste. 
We provide major price reductions on 
soon-to-expire products and post them on 
our app. Consumers then view the products 
available in each store and plan their 
purchases, allowing them to save money 
and the planet. Because food should be 
eaten, not wasted.

Color Your Table – Coop Italy with 
Promotica

A short term loyalty programme dedicated 
to social sustainability. It has been designed 
to support an Italian industrial district in 
difficulty, reviving the fortunes of a relevant 
ceramic company in Southern Italy. The 
programme has brought Made in Italy to all 
Coop customers’ tables through a collection 
of handcrafted plates with Italian-style.

Little Garden – Checkers with UNGA

For the second edition of Checkers’ loyalty 
program “Little Garden”, UNGA designed 24 
bee-friendly seedlings kits to be collected, 
enabling families to grow their Little 
Garden at home. By sourcing and producing 
there rewards locally in South Africa, 
the campaign helped the South African 
community plant seeds for the future.

Beauty Squad – e.l.f. Cosmetics with 
Oracle

e.l.f. cosmetics (Eyes, Lips, Face) loyalty 
programme “Beauty Squad” does a 
fantastic job of mixing a few of the familiar 
loyalty programme mechanics (e.g earn 
points for spend) with some really leading 
edge, fun ways to earn rewards. For 
example, Beauty Squad members can also 
earn points twice a month when they use 
e.l.f.’s Virtual Try On technology

piuAISM – AISM (Associazione 
Italiana Sclerosi Multipla) with 
Promarsa Italia

piùAISM (www.piuaism.it ) is a rewarding 
program dedicated to the “Soci” (recurring 
donors) of AISM, Associazione Italiana 
Sclerosi Multipla. By registering to the 
program, donors can receive benefits, 
discounts and cash back in a network of 
250 merchants. An interesting case-study 
in an industry usually more focused on 
acquisition rather than loyalty.
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2022 Finalists: Best Short Term Loyalty Initiative

Super Foodies 3 – Esselunga with 
Boost Group

Following the 2019 and 2020 success, Boost 
Group and Esselunga brought back in Italy 
Super Foodies 3 an eco-sustainable short-
term loyalty program focusing on healthy 
eating habits. Thanks to Super Foodies, 
Esselunga positioned itself as a “green” 
retailer educating families on nutrition and 
healthy eating habits through fun and play.

Be emoji Fresh – Aldi Belgium & 
Luxemburg with Boost Group

Following the 2019 success, Boost Group 
brought back another collectibles craze 
focusing on ALDI’s core competencies: 
freshness and sustainability. The 24 emoji® 
fresh characters, packaged in FSC®certified 
cardboard boxes, represented ALDI’s fresh 
categories. Together with a collector’s 
album, featuring integrated games, the 
loyalty program stimulated fresh food 
choices.

Aussie Heroes – Woolworths with 
UNGA

For the Woolworths Aussie Heroes 
campaign, UNGA designed 40 sticker packs 
with the most popular Aussie Heroes 
from the Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
Families supported the world’s greatest 
sporting events by learning all about their 
Aussie Heroes and were stimulated to find 
their own passion and achieve their dreams.

The Fresh Heads Minigarden – Lidl 
Belgium with Magneds

The Fresh Heads is a kids’ campaign with a 
twist, introducing a UniQode (unique code)
as the bridge between physical and digital 
collectables. It is breaking new ground 
combining traditional success elements 
with innovative solutions. Creating a bigger 
impact on the next generation with a #1 
game during campaign and approx. 26% 
digital participation of the entire target 
group in the country

Shell Go+ Spin To Win – Shell with 
Wunderman Thompson & Mando 
Connect

Spin to Win’ by Shell Go+ is the first of its 
kind in its sector; a new breed of short-term, 
gamified, multi-tiered, brand partnerships-
fuelled loyalty initiative. Despite challenging 
market conditions, it smashed its KPIs over 
the 12-weeks and has proved to be the most 
successful promotion in Shell Go+’s history.

The Fresh Heads – Lidl Slovakia with 
Magneds

A game changing and fun short-term loyalty 
programme with a smart sense of balance 
combining digital and physical elements. 
Making it fun and appealing for all ages 
it gains valuable insight for Lidl. A smartly 
implemented long-term successful concept 
embraced by kids turned into a short-
term kids’ loyalty campaign. There is high 
involvement potential for all ages due to a 
carrier that is interesting for adults as well.

The Fresh Heads Lidl Slovakia - Kids loyalty 2.1 
Entry for: Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty 
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50-word summary 
Following the 2019 success, Boost Group brought back another collectibles craze focusing on ALDI’s 
core competencies: freshness and sustainability. The 24 emoji® fresh characters, packaged in FSC® 
certified cardboard boxes, represented ALDI’s fresh categories. Together with a collector’s album, 
featuring integrated games, the loyalty program stimulated fresh food choices.  
 
250 words synopsis 
When ALDI launched its first collectibles campaign with Boost Group in Belgium and Luxembourg in 
2019, the huge hype and phenomenal success it generated was quite surprising. Two years later, ALDI 
asked Boost Group to create a follow-up emoji® campaign, aimed at developing a collectibles craze 
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2022 Finalists: Best Short Term Loyalty Initiative

New World Little Garden – New 
World with UNGA

For the third edition of New World Little 
Garden, UNGA created a new collectible line-
up of seedling kits for families to collect and 
grow a Little Garden at home. New World 
also created Fresh Friends character stickers 
for kids to collect. The seedling kits and 
merchandise were completely plastic-free.

More For Members – Shell US with 
Wunderman Thompson

Shell provided More for Members in their 
time of need. When COVID-19 struck in 
March of 2020, businesses all over the 
world had to respond to a dramatically 
new environment. With driving patterns 
interrupted, the fuels industry was hit 
particularly hard. Shell immediately shifted 
strategies to address these challenges and 
support our customers in their time of need.

Roll Up To Win – Tim Hortons with 
Bond Brand Loyalty

Tim Hortons, Canada’s largest restaurant 
chain with nearly 4,000 locations (part of 
Restaurant Brands International, which also 
owns Burger King, Popeyes, and Firehouse 
Subs), transformed its classic coffee 
cup contest into a promotion a loyalty 
powerhouse—laying long-term lifetime 
value (LTV) foundations while driving 
identifiable player engagement, member 
enrolment, excitement, sales and traffic.

Spin to Win Showroom Rewards – 
The Bathroom Showroom with Stream 
Loyalty

Showroom Rewards first foray into 
gamification with a two month ‘Spin to 
Win’ Campaign in 2021 had far reaching 
results that impacted sales as well as 
engagement and membership levels.
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2022 Finalists: Best Long Term Loyalty Programme

NESCAFE Dolce Gusto PREMIO – 
Nescafe with Loylogic

PREMIO is live in thirteen markets, creating 
a more personal brand relationship whilst 
differentiating from compatible products. 
The aim, to efficiently increase consumption 
and sales. Up to 80% of PREMIO members 
are active, consuming twice as much as non-
PREMIO members and consuming up to 
three times more when purchasing direct.

Tendam – Tendam with Motivait

Tendam’s omni channel loyalty programme, 
delivered with digital engagement 
specialists Motivait, has achieved sustained 
value for members whilst under-pinning 
tangible business results. Over the last 
five years, the programme has evolved 
significantly to meet emerging customer 
needs, exceeding all expectations through 
turbulent times with membership growth 
of >50% reaching 30 million members.

VeryMe Rewards – Vodafone UK with 
Mando Connect

VeryMe Rewards from Vodafone UK is 
the most personalised, most loved loyalty 
programme. It gives members rewards they 
REALLY love, based on smart preferencing, 
gamified engagement techniques, data and 
insight. Machine learning enables it to get 
better over time too. It has continuously and 
significantly driven loyalty, reduced churn 
and increased NPS.

InnerCircle Rewards – Sleep Number 
with Oracle

Sleep Number’s mission is to improve 
lives by individualizing sleep experiences 
through our revolutionary smart beds. 
InnerCircle Rewards (ICR) is a total CX loyalty 
program focused on extending customer 
relationships beyond their initial purchase, 
driving product adoption, satisfaction, new 
sales and the best sleep experience of our 
bed owners’ lives.

myLakeland hyper-personalisation – 
Lakeland with Go Inspire Group

Building upon the foundations of delivering 
something ‘truly extraordinary’, the 
myLakeland Club continued its meteoric 
rise in 2020/2021. How? By applying 
sophisticated approaches to segmentation, 
clustering, category analysis and 
discounting to deliver laser-focussed, hyper-
personalised member communications. The 
result? A set of smashed KPIs, including a 
317% YOY incremental revenue increase.

efesliyiz.biz – Efes with Apex Loyalty

efesliyiz.bizis a B2B loyalty platform 
developed on salesforce.com in 2013 
for retailers with the “Together we are 
stronger” motto. After it turned out to be a 
success, new platforms in line with efesliyiz.
biz were launched for other strategic 
partners like distributors, horeca channel 
and Efes field force in the following years.

 
SSleep Number InnerCircle Rewards – Program Overview 
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Know your IBM – IBM with Motivforce

It’s Know Your IBM’s 21st anniversary in 
2022! This B2B loyalty programme was 
launched in one market in 2001 and 
has grown to operate in 104 countries 
worldwide. Targeting resellers in IBM’s 
distribution channel with rewards for 
product training and sales, Know Your 
IBM never fails to exceed IBM’s business 
objectives, generate impressive revenue 
and ROI year on year, even in the midst of a 
global pandemic.
 

GEMS Rewards – GEMS Education

Designed with the purpose of helping to 
make school fees cost-neutral for parents, 
GEMS Rewards not only helps families save 
money, but it also enhances the lifestyle of 
GEMS Education’s families and staff with 
compelling offers. GEMS Rewards is now 
offered on a newly enhanced proprietary 
mobile platform with a user-friendly 
interface.
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2022 Finalists: Employee Loyalty Champions – NEW CATEGORY

Dierbergs Rewards – Dierbergs 
Markets with Oracle

Dierbergs Rewards is a new grocery loyalty 
program that rewards members for 
shopping and engaging with Dierbergs 
stores. Dierbergs launched an employee 
only pilot for their new program to be 
able to test key program features, gather 
invaluable feedback, and treat their 
employees to extra program perks.

Champions Club Program – Indosat 
Ooredoo Hutchison

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH, THE 
TOUGH GET GOING...Countering the 
uncertainty, anxiety, fear, and insecurity 
caused by the pandemic, Indosat Ooredoo’s 
Champions Club Program emerged as 
the catalyst to keep the employees in 
productive and healthy mindset. A constant 
stream of effective online communications/
initiatives have proved instrumental in 
keeping the team morale high, especially 
during the work-from-home regime.
    
   
  

KoçAilem – Koç Holding

KoçAilem is Turkey’s first and largest closed 
group loyalty program that provides 
benefits via the business partnerships 
with more than 200 brands, second-
hand platform, blood bank platform and 
KoçAilem Market. As of February 2022, 
KoçAilem has more than 170 thousand 
members.

Payback – Payback GmbH

Customers have been collecting PAYBACK 
points and saving money for over two 
decades. The German start-up has grown 
into an internationally successful company 
with 1,500 employees (=colleagues in 
the PAYBACK world). The PAYBACKers are 
very proud of their still very young and 
particularly family-oriented culture. For 
this culture has been maintained and even 
“expanded” despite the enormous changes 
that PAYBACK has undergone in two 
decades-and despite two tough years of the 
pandemic: The PAYBACK team has received 
several awards in recent months for its 
culture and successful inclusion & diversity 
commitment. Rightly so!
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